Want to supercharge your career, championing change on a high impact project?

Introducing breakthrough careers with a Knowledge Transfer Partnership
Kick start your career with a Knowledge Transfer Partnership, connecting the commercial and academic worlds to drive innovation for growth

If you are looking to:

• Make a difference from day one, leading your own transformative project
• Apply your academic knowledge to a real world commercial challenge
• Occupy a unique role connecting academia and business to deliver a strategic innovation project
• Gain a further professional or academic qualification
• Tailor make a personal development plan with your own generous training budget...

... a role as a KTP Associate in a Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) could be just what you are looking for.

Right now there are over 800 active KTP projects and, over the last 40 years, KTPs have helped transform over 12,000 companies in every sector of the UK.

From household names like Rolls Royce, Asda and Quorn, to smaller companies keen to adopt the freshest thinking and deepest expertise, KTPs partner Universities, companies and talented graduates like you to deliver innovation.

Discover breakthrough career opportunities as a KTP Associate at ktp-uk.org

- KTPs link forward thinking companies with world class academic teams to deliver innovation projects led by talented graduates or post grads (the KTP Associate). It’s a three way partnership from which everyone benefits.
- Projects and companies involved in KTP span every sector and discipline so there is a huge choice of roles for KTP Associates. Whether you are looking for an opportunity as a Marketing Officer or AI Developer, Design Engineer or Applied Economist the choice, challenges and opportunities of the KTP Associate role are multiple and varied.
- You’ll ‘own’ your own project, linked to both a university and a business whose experienced teams will provide you with full support. This is a real opportunity to deliver impact and shape your future career, with approximately 70% of Associates offered employment by the host business at the end of the project.
- Be a champion of change on a high impact project as a KTP Associate.

Introducing our new KTP website - the hub for all things KTP
A comprehensive resource about everything to do with KTPs, you can:
- find out more about what it’s like being a KTP Associate
- see the latest KTP Associate vacancies
- sign up for job alerts so you’re the first to hear about the newest vacancies.

“Working with OLIO and the University of Nottingham has helped me develop personally and professionally. It has helped me contribute the skills and knowledge I have gained so far, as well as develop new skills in the fast-paced domain of data science. OLIO is dedicated to addressing one of today’s greatest challenges - food waste - and I am grateful to be part of this solution.”

Georgiana Nica-Avron, KTP Associate, OLIO - the world’s first neighbour to neighbour food sharing app, shortlisted by Wired magazine as one of the UK’s top 10 Start Ups.